A major challenge in practical DNA tile self-assembly is the minimization of errors. Using the kinetic Tile Assembly Model, a theoretical model of self-assembly, it has been shown that errors can be reduced through abstract tile set design. In this paper, we instead investigate the effects of "sticky end" sequence choices in systems using the kinetic model along with the nearest-neighbor model of DNA interactions. We show that both the sticky end sequences present in a system and their positions in the system can significantly affect error rates, and propose algorithms for sequence design and assignment.
Introduction
Self-assembly of DNA tiles is a promising technique for the assembly of complex nanoscale structures. Assembly of tiles can be programmed by designing short complementary single-stranded DNA "sticky ends." While assembly using unique tile types or simple lattices is often studied [26, 16] , algorithmic growth, where small sets with few tile types can form complex assemblies, is particularly powerful theoretically, and has been studied extensively through the abstract Tile Assembly Model (aTAM) [28, 8, 17] .
A number of different designs for tile structure are used for assembly [26, 21, 16] . As an example, the DAO-E tile design ( Fig. 1(a) ) consists of two helices connected by two crossovers, with four 5 nucleotide (nt) sticky ends, one at each end of each helix. Experimentally, conditions are usually used such that tiles will favorably attach by two bonds between sticky-end regions, adding cooperativity to binding. In the abstract Tile Assembly Model, this is modelled by individual tiles attaching to edges of the current assembly when they can make at least two correct bonds to adjacent tiles (T = 2), and never detaching once attached.
The Pascal mod 3 (PM3) system shown in Fig. 1 (b) is a simple example. The tiles implement addition modulo 3, akin to Pascal's triangle. Tiles attach by their two lower-left ends, and then provide ends for future tiles to attach that sum the logical values of the two "input" ends. Growth proceeds to the upperright, controlled by a V-shaped seed of tiles that attach by strength-2 bonds and provide edges of logical 1s.
A more sophisticated example, the counter system from Barish et al [3] , is shown in Fig. 1(c) . In this system, a ribbon of tiles grows from a large seed structure of DNA origami. Rows of tiles grow in a zig-zag fashion, with each new row being started by a double tile that is equivalent to two permanentlyattached single tiles. On "downward" rows tiles increment a bit string with two tiles per bit from the previous row, while on "upward" rows, corresponding tiles copy the newly-incremented row. These tiles implement a binary counter starting from whatever bit string was specified on the original origami seed and incrementing every two rows of tiles. In examining algorithmic growth of experimental systems, the kinetic Tile Assembly Model provides better physical relevance [28] . Tiles are assumed to be in solution at a particular concentration, which is usually assumed to be constant. Tiles attach to empty lattice sites at a rate r f dependent only on their concentration, and detach at a rate r b (b = 1, 2, . . .) dependent upon the number of correct "sticky end" attachments they have to the assembly:
Here G mc is a dimensionless free energy analogue related to tile concentration by [c] = e −Gmc+α , G se is the sign-reversed dimensionless free energy of a single bond, b is the number of correct bonds, andk is an adjusted forward rate constant
